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Leica DMIRB Controls 
 

Using the halogen lamp 
 
The halogen lamp (Figure 1) is used for transmitted light applications such as phase 
contrast. The switch on the left of the microscope stand turns the lamp on, and the adjacent 
dial controls its voltage (Figure 2, at the bottom). 
 

 
 

Transmitted Light Filters: The three levers shown in front of the halogen lamp in Figure 1 
are for placing illumination-modifying filters into the light path. These will not always be fitted. 
 
Trinocular: The slider arm near the top of Figure 2 will direct light to the eyepieces and/or to 
a camera fitted to a trinocular port above the eyepieces. This slider is not present on 
binocular parts that don’t have a camera port in that position. If no camera is fitted then the 
slider should remain in the Vis position. 
 
Controls on the left of the stand 
 
Figure 3 shows the controls on the left of the stand. These are as follows: 
 

1. Fluorescence filter turret 
2. Fluorescence shutter. Pull this out to open the shutter and illuminate your sample 

with light from the mercury lamp 
3. C-mount for the camera. This will include a 0.63x de-magnifying lens for the 

Hamamatsu Orca to increase the field of view; otherwise there is no extra 
magnification 

4. These dials control the size of the fluorescence iris aperture and field diaphragm. 
These can generally be left in the fully open position and shouldn’t need adjustment 
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Controls on the right of the stand 
 
Figure 4 shows the controls on the right of the microscope stand. The slider directs light 
either to the eyepieces or to the camera port on the left-hand side. The dial changes the 
magnification or puts the Bertrand lens into the light path. The dial should always be set to 
1x before observing samples. Leica 2 has an extra 1.5x position. Note that the lens in this 
position changes the magnification, so the camera calibration factors will be wrong. 
 

 
 

Condenser 
 
The transmitted light condenser turret must always be set to the correct position for the 
transmitted light mode you want to use. For instance, if you want to use the 20X Ph1 
objective for phase contrast then the turret must be set to the Ph1 position so the matching 
phase annulus is in the light path. Generally speaking the numbered iris aperture dial on the 
front can be left in the Ph position. Closing the iris aperture down increases contrast in bright 
field images but has no effect on phase. 
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Fluorescent Lamp 
 
The mercury lamp on the back of the microscope creates the very intense light needed for 
exciting fluorescent samples. Turn the lamp on by pressing the switch on the lamp power 
supply. Figure 6 shows a typical power supply, but designs can vary. 
 

 
 

Mercury lamps should be turned on and then allowed to stabilise over about 20 minutes. 
They should not be frequently turned off and on; they should be left off for about 20 minutes 
before being turned back on so that the bulb has chance to cool down. 
 
100W mercury bulbs cost about £100 each, so please do not leave lamps on when they are 
not needed. 
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